
 6     Social Networking Services 

 The growth of social networking services (SNS) and user-generated content 

has heightened concerns over privacy, copyright, and child protection and 

raises new questions about the scope and focus of Internet regulation. 

Regulators ’  concerns over ordinary citizens ’  use of the Internet have led to 

calls for specific regulatory instruments that address the use of such sites 

and the risks and activities that affect users (Boyd and Hargittai 2010; 

Palfrey, Gasser, and Boyd 2010). 

 The degree of interoperability of code is vital in the regulation of users ’  

information on such sites, as well as the access of friends, family, advertis-

ers, spammers, stalkers, and other actors to those users. This chapter builds 

on previous chapters ’  findings, recent literature, and regulatory proceed-

ings to assess the extent to which the more conventional issues-based 

regulatory instruments, such as the Electronic Commerce Directive (ECD), 

are being supplemented by generic social networking regulation, supple-

mented by appeals to an extralegal and possibly nebulous civic respon-

sibility of SNS, a type of corporate social responsibility to shape these 

sites ’  code to support public policy objectives. 

 Public Policy and Market Failure 

 Social networking tools on the Internet did not begin with Web 2.0, and 

bulletin boards (Usenet) and intranets predate the commercial Internet 

(Ziewitz and Brown 2013). There have been two generations of online 

SNS claimed, though most are simply hybrids, and the distinction is as 

much a matter of investor and media distinction as reflecting techno-

socioeconomic changes among users (Ofcom 2008; Boyd and Ellison 2007): 
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 1.   First-generation World Wide Web based, emphasizing social search 

applications for online dating (e.g., Match.com), online trading and 

classifieds (e.g., Craigslist), online auctions (e.g., eBay), and reunion (e.g., 

Friends Reunited, Classmates.com). 

 2.   Web 2.0 from 2002 (OECD 2007), using new software functionality and 

broadband domestic connections, explicit professional (e.g., LinkedIn), 

elite (e.g., ASmallWorld), and social (e.g., Bebo, MySpace, Facebook) 

networking applications based on referral through mutual friends or 

interests. 

 DiPerna (2006, 7) described SNS as  “ connector ”  sites and identified 

interrelated characteristics, discovery, and coordination:  “ Connectors 

make discovery more powerful and accurate through social search and 

trust-building applications. ”  

 Market Development 

 The range of SNS is broad, but most easily divided into those that are 

open to anyone and walled-garden, invitation-only sites. Mass adoption 

of broadband drove the second generation of SNS, and South Korea ’ s 

Cyworld was the first of the Web 2.0 – type of mass participation SNS. By 

2003 the incumbent ISP had bought Cyworld; by 2011 it had 33 million 

accounts, more than half the South Korean population.  

 Communities of combined services and connector sites have proved 

commercially very successful, with English-language examples including 

Yahoo!, Google, Microsoft Network, and Facebook since its 2011 – 2012 

expansion into content partnerships. While some popular sites have with-

ered, notably Yahoo!-owned Geocities, America Online (AOL), and 

MySpace, the largest commercial networking federations of sites have more 

than half a billion daily users and several petabytes of data available to 

profile and sell advertising to those users. In   figure 6.1 , various types of 

social networks are modeled against their commercial or public (as opposed 

to private) characteristics.    

 Most SNS have been agglomerated into a federation of search engine, 

vertically integrated content, free online e-mail, chat, and video hosting, 

a common feature to more established SNS owned by Yahoo! Microsoft, 

and Google (as well as CyWorld in Korea and QQ in China). Unusually, 

Facebook developed specifically as an SNS before vertically integrating with 
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these services, notably with Skype IM and Bing search through its minority 

shareholder Microsoft. Professional networks such as LinkedIn and mon-

etized virtual world Second Life are more niche-tageted than advertising-

driven SNS and aggregation sites. Other popular self-regulated SNS include 

Flickr (a photo-sharing service) and YouTube (a video-sharing service now 

owned by Google).  

 Media sharing services are not communities as such; there is less interac-

tion between members and therefore less regulated behavior specific to the 

networks. This case study therefore focuses on full SNS, notably the behe-

moth Facebook. Facebook claimed to grow from 12 million to 1 billion 

active monthly users between the end of 2006 and the end of 2012 (Face-

book 2012). In China, QQ claimed 820 million users in mid-2011 (Hartje 

2011). The earlier SNS (including those now owned by Microsoft and 

Yahoo!) also have substantial reach, with ComScore (2011) claiming that 

two-thirds of European online users use Microsoft sites at least once a 

month. 
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 User-generated content regulation mapped using axes public/private and private/

commercial (adapted from Marsden et al. 2008) 
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 Public Policy 

 For social networking entrepreneurs with commercial Web sites, the audi-

ence of users is a commodity to be sold to advertisers, which makes the 

terms of use for such users a subject for regulation as a private space 

(Smythe 1977; McStay 2011). Critics have accused SNS of treating users 

as a commodity to be exploited, with the potential cost of switching and 

unsubscribing by exploited users, or simply their inertia to do so, the best 

hope of the network owner. Private law governs such relationships with 

terms of use (ToU), though the rapid unilateral changes to such terms and 

their complexity and obscurity make any meaningful user consent largely 

illusory. LinkedIn is a professional social network with about 50 million 

users that floated on stock markets in 2011. Shortly after its flotation, 

it unilaterally changed the advertising preferences for account holders 

without notifying users: those who were alerted by fellow users had to opt 

out of social media advertising retrospectively. Facebook and Google Buzz 

have a history of such decisions. Cyworld reported a data breach that 

exposed all of its members ’  data to the police, but only after two days of 

internal investigation:  “ Intruders accessed systems containing its main 

databases on Tuesday, obtaining names, email addresses, phone numbers 

and resident registration numbers of its users ”  (Ramstad 2011). 

 Information provided to SNS by users commonly becomes tradable to 

third-party advertisers by the social network, and the latter also claimed 

copyright permission over information such as photographs and had 

retained that information without return should the user terminate or be 

terminated from the account. Such concerns are almost as old as the public 

Internet, with, for instance, Yahoo! attracting much criticism in 1999 for 

a change in Geocities users ’  ToU after it had acquired the then-popular 

social network and Web hosting company. In response, Yahoo! posted an 

amended version of the ToU:  “ Yahoo does not own content you submit, 

unless we specifically tell you otherwise before you submit it ”  (Napoli 

1999). More recently, Facebook and other SNS agreed to conform to Euro-

pean law and permit users to remove their data, though controversy exists 

over the permanent deletion of such data by the SNS (Office of the Data 

Protection Commissioner, Ireland 2011). In response to a February 2009 

change in Facebook ’ s ToU that led to user protest, CEO Mark Zuckerberg 

(2009) stated:  “ A lot of the language in our terms is overly formal and 
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protective of the rights we need to provide this service to you. Over time 

we will continue to clarify our positions and make the terms simpler. ”  

 Edwards (2008) has raised the important practical question of reversion: 

Can users secure return of your information, and its deletion by the SNS 

and third-party contractors, in the event of the contractual arrangement 

with the SNS terminating without fault on either side? 

 The most popular SNS, including Facebook, Baidu, and Google+, insist 

that users reveal their real identity as a matter of its ToU. As a result, 

anonymity is theoretically impossible. In reality, many users attempt 

to circumvent the  “ real names ”  policies of such networks, though the 

largest networks have introduced policies and policing of pseudonymity 

and invalidated accounts where such policies are suspected to have 

been violated. This is claimed to be for security reasons, but it is also more 

commercially attractive to advertisers to know users ’  gender, sexual prefer-

ence, cultural preferences, and age in order to target advertising more 

successfully. 

 The requirement for real identities would suggest that robust controls 

are possible to prevent children from accessing adult content. Children 

under age thirteen are not permitted to use Facebook, as a response to the 

additional protections required by the U.S. Children ’ s Online Privacy Pro-

tection Act (COPPA). In reality, children circumvent these restrictions by 

entering an inaccurate birthdate on the initial subscriber information reg-

ister. The costs and loss of advertising revenues associated with compatibil-

ity appear to be the outstanding issue for Facebook rather than any ethical 

consideration that an adult content site may be inappropriate for children. 

Facebook in 2012 made clear that branding and advertising may depend 

in the future on better regulatory compliance, notably in access for minors. 

 Age verification has been a key approach for improving child safety, but 

with little consensus on the best approach (Thierer 2007). A very high 

proportion of children under age thirteen appear to use Facebook, which 

is against the ToU. A survey of 23,000 European children found that by 

ages of eleven to twelve, 48 percent of children have a social network 

profile, rising to 72 percent by ages thirteen to fourteen (Livingstone et al. 

2010). 

 The U.K. Children ’ s Charities ’  Coalition on Internet Safety (2010, 3) 

stated: 
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 12.   Far from having an incentive to collect accurate data about them, very many 

web sites have a material interest in not knowing the real ages. 

 13.   The foregoing observations are particularly true in relation to the so called  “ free 

internet ”  i.e. financed largely through advertising. . . .  

 21.   Consideration should be given to requiring all companies to perform a  “ child 

safety audit ”  prior to the release of any new product or service on to the internet, 

particularly if it is going to be made available on the  ” free internet ” . 

 John Carr, a consultant in Internet child protection, argued that Euro-

pean concerns for user privacy and child safety can create a new environ-

ment in which regulation emerges on an individual company basis:  “ Our 

job is not to anguish over the rights of small companies and barriers to 

competition. If that means making it too expensive for small companies, 

then that ’ s the cost of being in the business ”  (Marsden 2011, 81). This 

approach differentiates Europe from U.S. self-regulation and raises the 

classic regulatory issue as to whether a race to the top (quality) or the 

bottom (removing any protections) results in the absence of government 

intervention. It may be that recruiting specialists in child safety is an entry 

barrier to new start-ups: venture capital may neither fully understand the 

policy environment nor invest the money for a start-up. New social net-

working start-ups may be unable to secure funding, which means there 

may be a real innovation issue. 

 The U.K. Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre (2007, 11) 

claims:  “ Web 2.0 . . . has changed the way children and young people 

interact online, affording them more creative control over their online 

experience. . . . There is a strong positive association between opportunities 

and risks in this context; increasing opportunities for online interaction 

also present challenges for those tasked with the regulation of online 

content, behaviour and offline consequences. ”  While it is no doubt true 

that opportunity presents problems and solutions (European Network and 

Information Security Agency 2007), it also allows mass user self-regulation 

using Web 2.0 tools to report abuse and flag and label content.  

 SNS have membership and use rules, which entitles them to suspend or 

expel members accordingly. Members can report and even rate the content 

or comments of others. There is substantial self-policing by residents of 

these communities. That is not to deny that much unilateral action takes 

place by corporations without user involvement or consent, but much 

useful community-based norm resolution also occurs. 
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   Table 6.1  summarizes the public policy concerns arising from the very 

success and ubiquity of online SNS. A study of SNS ten years ago would 

have centered on user-generated regulation (Mayer-Sch ö nberger and 

Crowley 2005), bulletin boards, and virtual community Second Life, and 

our own previous studies in this area have made user-generated regulation 

our focus (Marsden 2011; Marsden et al. 2008). The dominance of com-

mercial SNS over broadband connections and governments ’  response since 

about 2003 makes this case study a mixed examination of user-centered, 

commercial-centered, and government-based responses to the code that 

enables SNS — what may be called the  “ mass age of the social network. ”    

 Types of Code Regulation 

 The growth of virtual communities in SNS has created large-scale test beds 

of experimentation in participation, norm formation, feedback effects, and 

better technical and regulatory design. Though the techniques are familiar 

from earlier community formation, the growth of participation in Web 2.0 

platforms has created technical and socioeconomic policy challenges.  

 Entry barriers to design of and participation in new virtual communities 

depend on the network architecture chosen (e.g., open versus closed 

choices, development of quality of service, agreements for hosting with 

mobile networks). As Facebook (2012) stated in connection with the 

mobile ecosystem:  “ There is no guarantee that popular mobile devices 

  Table 6.1 
 Public policy and market failure  

 Social impact of 
technology 

 Enormous success of SNS. Mass diffusion of SNS creates 
concern for child protection and exclusion from adult 
networks and privacy. 

 Policy drivers — entry 
barriers, network and 
scale effects, 
competition 

 Costs of providing safer environment nontrivial. 
Network effects and better brand experience created 
dominance for Facebook over MySpace, AOL, MSN, 
Google. 

 Fundamental rights in 
policy design 

 Significant private actor business model with little 
regulatory action until 2009. Rapidly developing field. 

 Lessons  Nudge toward self-regulation became audited public 
demand by the European Commission in 2008 – 2009. 
Still apparent that regulation most likely is the result 
of failure to achieve adequate privacy standards. 
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will continue to feature Facebook, or that mobile device users will continue 

to use Facebook rather than competing products. We are dependent on the 

interoperability of Facebook with popular mobile operating systems that 

we do not control, such as Android and iOS, and any changes in such 

systems that degrade our products ’  functionality or give preferential treat-

ment to competitive products could adversely affect Facebook usage on 

mobile devices ”  (13). 

 SNS depend entirely on the ecosystem in which they operate, and subtle 

changes in code change the control settings, reducing the time that users 

spend inside the SNS environment, and consequently advertising income, 

leading Facebook to warn investors of the risk of  “ making it easier for our 

users to interact and share on third-party websites ”  (12). Such is the pre-

carious SNS balance between interoperability on the Web and associated 

mobile platforms and control of the user experience. 

 The inventor of the World Wide Web, Tim Berners-Lee, has been a 

leading critic of the potentially fragmented, anticompetitive nature of 

dominant SNS. In a 2010 article, he warned:  “ Once you enter your data 

into one of these services, you cannot easily use them on another site. 

Each site is a silo, walled off from the others. . . . The isolation occurs 

because each piece of information does not have a URI. Connections 

among data exist only within a site. So the more you enter, the more you 

become locked in. ”  As a result, he believes that SNS become  “ a central 

platform — a closed silo of content, and one that does not give you full 

control over your information in it. The more this kind of architecture 

gains widespread use, the more the Web becomes fragmented, and the less 

we enjoy a single, universal information space. ”  The clear implication is 

that sites such as LinkedIn and Facebook are potentially problematic closed 

monopolists and that Google+ would be a solution only if its business 

model was not equally closed. One of the fathers of the Internet, Vint Cerf 

(now working at Google), echoed this critique (Sabbagh 2011). 

 Interoperability is a challenge for users and third-party application pro-

viders wishing to use SNS. While AOL had to open access to its Instant 

Messenger (IM) in the terms of its merger with Time Warner in 2000 and 

Windows IM became interoperable with Yahoo! IM in 2006 (though not 

for video chat), Facebook was intended to be a closed network, though 

Windows IM users since 2010 have had the ability to message with Face-

book IM account holders, and Microsoft-acquired Skype was added to 
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Facebook in 2012. Microsoft ’ s purchase of Skype IM service will make 

interoperability a more significant issue for policymakers and application 

providers going forward. 

 The key code concern is with commercial and centralized networks — the 

model for Facebook, Orkut, LinkedIn, and Google+. As the EU-funded 

research project Socialnets pointed out, a peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture 

can aid the privacy and security of a network, particularly relevant in view 

of the numerous data breaches and deliberate privacy invasions by cen-

trally architected networks that aim to leverage users for advertising pur-

poses (Botgirl 2011; Searls 2011). PATH and Safebook (Leucio Molva, and 

 Ö nen 2011) illustrate the extra levels of user autonomy available with a 

more distributed architecture. FreedomBox (2011), founded by Free Soft-

ware Foundation general counsel Eben Moglen, is a further example. 

 In particular, it is noteworthy that many of the most popular commer-

cial SNS joined the Open Social Alliance of interoperable application pro-

gramming interfaces (APIs) in 2007, launched by Google, with seven 

iterations until the end of 2010. As the market developed, the Open Social 

Alliance partners lost out to Facebook in market share, as well as Chinese 

and other country-specific sites. Open Social aimed to make interoperabil-

ity easier in four domains: the general JavaScript API; people and friends; 

publishing and accessing user activity information; and Persistence, a 

simple key value pair data service for server-free stateful applications. By 

contrast, Facebook built a proprietary platform in much the same way as 

Apple ’ s AppStore, a walled garden with standards to which developers 

needed permission to develop. 

 Facebook runs several APIs to which third-party developers must write, 

created to enable Facebook to control the user and developer experience. 

The Open Graph protocol enables developers to integrate their pages 

into the Facebook graph API. Facebook uses Open Graph to harvest data 

rather than exporting and interoperating with independent other sites. It 

uses its  “ iframes ”  API to allow third-party developers to create applications 

that are hosted separately from Facebook but operate within a Facebook 

session and are accessed through a user ’ s profile, thus bringing advertisers 

to Facebook. Since iframes essentially nests independent Web sites within 

a Facebook session, their content is distinct from Facebook formatting. 

Facebook Connect is a set of APIs that enable Facebook members to 

log onto third-party Web sites, applications, mobile devices, and gaming 
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systems with their Facebook identity, which became generally available in 

2009. 

 User-Generated Regulation 

 With the increasing consumer-citizen use of the Internet, new services and 

new business models have been created for those prosumers who create as 

well as consume content. There are many user-created environments in 

which bottom-up rules have claimed to be set (Wu 2003a) but are ruled in 

legal terms by user contractual ToU, not by government regulation. Their 

regulatory effect is voluntary and not necessarily supported or recognized 

by government (Ellickson 1991; Murray 2006). Difficulties with self-

organization include user inertia to default settings; the decision by 

e-commerce providers to make Web sites almost impossible to use selec-

tively for average users; and  “ the myth of the superuser, ”  that is, the belief 

that users are technically competent and will self-select (Sunstein 2002; 

Weinberg 1997). SNS have incentives to make options available to privacy 

fundamentalists, but not to make them too easy for the average user 

to change away from defaults that favor the platform (Preibusch and 

Bonneau 2011). As Kim, Tang, and Anderson state (2012, 1), deciding 

whether to engineer privacy and security into Facebook and other SNS 

creates a  “ dilemma for operators: will they tighten their privacy default 

settings, or will the improvement in security cost too much revenue? ”  

 Given the number of users and viewers of SNS, it is of limited effective-

ness to regulate the posters of content directly, a lesson that legislators 

absorbed in the 1990s. The regulation of these systems takes place at cor-

porate and user levels in the same way as Usenet sites were first regulated 

in the early 1990s. That does not mean that there is no innovation in their 

regulatory structure: virtual worlds, for instance, have built up elaborate 

self-regulatory models (Noveck 2006; Mayer-Sch ö nberger and Crowley 

2005). 

 In Europe, the primary regulatory mechanism is notice and takedown 

(NTD) under ECD Articles 12 to 14. This does not require ex ante monitor-

ing, but does require content hosts to take down users ’  content that they 

have been informed of (given  “ notice ” ) either breaches of law or otherwise 

offends their ToU, though there can be no obligation to monitor ( SABAM  

v.  NetLog  2012). There is thus a shift of liability. ECD provides clarification 
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of the applicable liability regime to Internet intermediaries (with no strict 

liability), sets out the exoneration conditions for certain types of intermedi-

ary activity (transmission or storage of third-party content), and does not 

affect the liability of the actual content provider (which is left to national 

law). The host ’ s limited liability is to ensure that users are able to use the 

service only under conditions or terms that explicitly permit the content 

host to take down material that is illegal, often extending this power to 

material that is offensive, of an unsuitably adult nature, and so on. 

 European courts, especially in France, have reinterpreted the ECD 

hosting provisions to create liability for content on the part of eBay, 

and in Italy a local court found similarly against Google Video (OECD 

2011b). Whether these cases are overturned on appeal, the current 

national judgments create cost-of-business restrictions for auction and 

video hosting sites. 

 An example of user-generated regulation using NTD is the video-

sharing site YouTube. On YouTube, the editorial controller, if such exists, 

is the person who posts the content. For regulatory purposes, YouTube 

users post the content, and the YouTube Web site reacts ex post on receiv-

ing complaints regarding breaches of copyright or offensive content 

( Viacom   et al.  v.  YouTube  2010). This is fundamentally different from tradi-

tional broadcast regulation, where the editorial controller (the broadcaster) 

is responsible for the content ex ante, that is, before it is offered to the 

public. YouTube claimed as early as 2006 that it removes objected-to video 

within fifteen minutes (China People ’ s Daily 2006). However, later cases 

suggest that such immediate action is not comprehensive (Marsden 

2011, 75). 

 Some SNS display far greater responsiveness to empowering users to 

create and regulate content, report abuse, and maintain their privacy. Some 

offer increased security and protection from harmful content for users who 

desire, or in any case receive, walled gardens, that is, less open Internet 

experiences. The launch of Google+ in 2011 was intended to provide 

greater user control and privacy compared with the earlier Google Buzz 

network, as well as market leader Facebook. 

   Table 6.2  summarizes the key concerns with social networking site 

design and code. SNS concerns arise mainly in the proprietary contractual 

arrangements made between SNS and third-party application providers, 

with abuse of user data a prominent example of the fact that enforcement 
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is a private legal remedy that admits of no overriding public policy 

objective.   

 Institutional Political Economy 

 The key actors in social networking are the SNS themselves, typically com-

mercial sites that sell advertising, as well as the application developers who 

work with the sites; advertisers; users individually and as groups; and gov-

ernments representing the interests of those users, especially on issues of 

privacy, child protection, and cyberbullying. 

 Developers are effectively regulated by code as well as partner agree-

ments they have with the SNS, and Facebook, for instance, has exercised 

significant control over the business models of applicant developers such 

as Zynga (owners of the multiuser interactive game Farmville). Advertisers 

can use SNS to advertise according to user information on interests, which 

raises issues about user privacy, but because the information is provided to 

the advertisers by the social network selling the advertising opportunity, 

it is the social network ’ s role that is critical. 

 Users require security and privacy as well as the attractions of SNS and 

are placed in a position of vulnerability due to the personal data they 

supply and share with friends. The network effects of social sites are such 

that membership becomes a self-fulfilling element of socializing offline as 

well as online, where other members of their peer group use the network. 

As a result, there are strong dependencies for users on the social network, 

and governments have actively monitored and lobbied SNS. 

 Multistakeholder forums have been convened by both European and 

U.S. governments, with the most formal forum that of the European Com-

mission. In the United States, both Facebook and Google responded to 

  Table 6.2 
 Types of code and code regulation  

 Layer  Application (including third-party applications and 
media partners); platform. 

 Location (manufacturers, 
ISPs, servers, clients) 

 Server side with some mobile-based features. 

 Enforcement of code  Terms of use enhanced by contractual terms with 
thirty-party application providers and media partners. 
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concerns raised in a 2011 presidential summit on SNS and cyberbullying 

of teens (Jennings 2011) by introducing new systems to take down content 

more expeditiously. Facebook launched its safety pages in late 2010. 

 Guidelines for SNS were created in 2009 in Europe, and the Council of 

Europe in 2010 drafted a Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers 

on human rights and SNS and in 2011 issued draft guidelines for SNS 

(Council of Europe 2010, 2011). The rights affected are listed as privacy 

(Article 8 of the European Convention), free expression (Article 10), and 

data protection. In terms of self-regulatory initiatives, the Global Network 

Initiative asked the Centre for Democracy and Technology to produce 

guidelines on user rights and SNS (2011). 

 The European Commission pursued a strategy to encourage SNS to self-

regulate by making this the subject of its fifth annual Safer Internet Forum, 

in 2008, establishing the multistakeholder Social Networking Safety Task 

Force. Commissioner Reding (Speech 08/465, 5) stated,  “ The Internet 

industry should take a pro-active role in protecting minors using their 

services. I am a supporter of industry self-regulation regimes as long as they 

are broadly accepted by stakeholders and provide for effective enforce-

ment. ”  She particularly mentioned the U.K. Council for Child Internet 

Safety Code of Practice (2008) in the United Kingdom, its Danish equiva-

lent, and the agreements made by MySpace and Facebook with the U.S. 

attorney general. 

 The European Commission described itself as the broker of the Safer 

Social Networking Principles signed on European Safer Internet Day 2009 

(European Union 2009), indicating a strong political will for parties to 

collaborate, and to publicly audit company commitments and results of 

the principles (Donoso 2011). This followed the commission ’ s brokering 

of the European mobile content code of conduct in 2007 (European Union 

2007), which formed a template for the creation of the 2009 Social Net-

working Principles. The parties driving the self-regulatory activities, apart 

from the industry signatories and the commission, were the members of 

the Safer Internet Forum, largely children ’ s charities across Europe.  

 The commission used an agency and research center to engage with 

stakeholders using a survey and report on recommended actions, as well 

as consulting itself in the months prior to announcement of the self-

regulatory guidelines (European Network and Information Security Agency 

2007; Wainer and Miltgen 2009; European Commission 2008). In June 
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2011, the European Commission formed a new  “ collaborative platform ”  

and invited stakeholders to investigate  “ a review of the current industry 

self-regulatory agreements in the field ”  (European Union 2011b). 

 The social network commitments to the principles were audited annu-

ally, with the 2011 results criticizing Facebook for its slowness in respond-

ing to complaints and its lack of resources to combat complaints of breaches 

of the principles. These are the principles in summary (O ’ Connell et al. 

2009): 

  •    An easy-to-use and accessible  “ report abuse ”  button, allowing users to 

report inappropriate contact from or conduct by another user with one 

click and SNS commitment to examine and, where appropriate, take down 

such content expeditiously and review such policies and implementation 

regularly 

  •    Ensuring privacy for full online profiles and contact lists of minors 

  •    Ensuring that private profiles of users under the age of eighteen are not 

publicly searchable 

  •    Guaranteeing that privacy options are prominent and accessible at all 

times 

  •    Preventing those under age from using their services 

 In 2011 38 percent of all nine to thirteen year olds in Europe used 

Facebook, showing that the final principle was far from being complied 

with, with 70 percent of Dutch children on Facebook (European Union 

2011b). 

 The United States adopted a more self-regulatory approach, though not 

without substantial federal interest. The federal government in 2009 con-

vened an interagency task force on bullying, staged a national summit in 

August 2010, and launched the stopbullying.gov Web site in 2011. In 2011, 

the President and First Lady convened a summit on online bullying at the 

White House, to which the key SNS sent representatives. Self-regulation 

was undertaken in response to fears that the incoming Obama administra-

tion and Democrat majority in Congress would introduce a comprehensive 

federal data privacy law, though this did not transpire during the period 

of 2009 to 2012. 

 Previous European regulatory interaction with U.S.-headquartered 

search engines illustrates the increasing extraterritorial reach of the EU ’ s 

privacy regime. A 2008 opinion from EU data protection commissioners 
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recommended a six-month limit on the retention of search records linked 

to individuals and reaffirmed the applicability of the European data protec-

tion law:  “ Search engine providers must delete or irreversibly anonymise 

personal data once they no longer serve the specified and legitimate 

purpose they were collected for ”  (European Digital Rights 2008). Google 

responded that it would anonymize records after nine months and added 

a link to its privacy policy on its home page. Until 2007, Google had kept 

identifiable records permanently, and its failure to change policy, together 

with fears that Facebook and other commercial rivals would operate a 

similar policy, led Commissioner Reding to argue in the proposed data 

protection regulation:  “ To enforce EU law, national privacy watchdogs 

shall be endowed with powers to investigate and engage in legal proceed-

ings against non-EU data controllers ”  (Reuters 2011). Yahoo! had followed 

Google ’ s lead in 2008, though claiming it would delete some search data 

within three months, not Google ’ s nine months (Helft 2008). 

 Finally, the Council of Europe established guidelines for SNS (2011) for 

adoption in 2012. It stated in 2011 that  “ amendments to the drafts should 

in particular concern a strengthening of the position on blocking and 

filtering of search engines, a clear support for anonymous profiles on social 

networking services while taking into account the fear of civil society and 

industry of ex-ante obligations with regard to content ”  (Committee of 

Experts on New Media 2011). Furthermore, the committee  “ agreed not to 

pursue consultation with the industry on the draft self-regulatory guide-

lines ”  given the limited time left to agree a new draft. The elements 

under discussion were to ensure anonymous use of SNS, a concern that 

had become much more pressing after the Arab Spring of 2011, during 

which activists ’  use of social media sites had led repressive governments 

to attempt to identify the users in order to censor their activities (see 

chapter 5). 

 It is clear that significant political capital has been expended by govern-

ments to encourage greater self-regulatory responsibility by SNS, together 

with emphasis on preventing abuse. The involvement of multiple stake-

holders is evident and has been encouraged by government, though the 

civil society involvement has focused on child protection rather than 

online rights. The divergent approach of civil society between those in 

favor of more regulation to protect children (U.K. Children ’ s Charities ’  

Coalition on Internet Safety 2008) and those encouraging self-regulation 
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but with concern over data privacy (European Digital Rights 2008) has led 

to a fragmented lobby in terms of the focus of their attention to govern-

ment action. 

   Table 6.3  summarizes the actors ’  roles in the regulation of SNS. The 

dialogue is between two extreme positions. First is the deregulatory zeal of 

the venture-capital-fueled SNS themselves and their development ecosys-

tem, in their increasing tendency to claim benefits from user-generated 

regulation (as a nudge mechanism, which has proven somewhat myth-

ical in its effect). Opposing the unregulated trading of information is the 

responsibility of child welfare groups as a proxy for wider user concerns 

about the abuse of personal data.  

 We can conclude that commercial pressures to reduce privacy for third-

party advertiser use thus far have evaded any real political traction to 

introduce regulation and that fragmented civil society has been largely 

ineffective in encouraging greater regulatory intervention.   

 A clear understanding of the sociopolitical role of the new technologies 

supporting virtual communities and SNS is needed, together with an analy-

sis of what features the Internet should bring to this arena and an identi-

fication of which communication channels provide the means to promote 

  Table 6.3 
 Institutional political economy  

 Key actors: national, 
regional, global 

 ISPs, intermediaries, multinational content, largely local 
user groups. Coders in Silicon Valley. Child protection 
groups. 

 How legitimate and 
accountable? 

 User-generated regulation offers some control. Generally 
opaque terms and application mean users vulnerable to 
private action without appeal. 

 Multistakeholderism  Little formal multistakeholder consultation by corporates. 
Restricted to publicity of most egregious privacy breaches 
and lobbying of government 

 Key technical actor 
buy-in 

 Walled-garden Facebook approach meant third-party 
application developers dependent on Facebook. More 
open environments supported; significant research effort 
in interoperable social media to prevent high-walled 
gardens. 

 Lessons  User-generated regulation in social media proved largely 
mythical in face of commercial pressures to reduce 
privacy for third-party advertiser use. Civil society 
fragmented and ineffective. 
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them to the general public (Pollett et al. 2011). In surveys users have iden-

tified the inherent capability to attribute cross-platforms levels of popular-

ity, priority, and trust to create greater trust in their intermediaries. For 

instance, search engines support effective information search and discov-

ery from heterogeneous sources, but privacy concerns and the legal impli-

cations in using and combining such information are rarely taken into 

account. Similarly citizens and communities ’  opinions and discussion are 

typically uncontrolled. There is a need for configurable authentication 

mechanisms that can be easily tuned to the specific application require-

ments, for instance for controlled anonymity. 

 The public nature of social networking space is not yet a legally accepted 

concept. York (2010) has assessed ToU and blocking for Facebook, YouTube, 

Flickr, Blogger, and Twitter and compares them to the U.S. cases  Marsh  v.  

Alabama  (1946) and  New Jersey Coalition against War in the Middle East  v.  

J.M.B. Realty Corp.  (1994) holding that shopping malls must permit leaflet-

ing on societal issues, subject to reasonable standards set by the malls 

(Marsden 2011). York sees this as extending to Facebook in the online 

environment and suggests that Facebook could be held to generally 

accepted public standards in the degree of free speech that it offers. 

 The question is therefore whether SNS pose a special case, where user 

rights demand protection as a right to either belong to or to grant access 

to a dominant SNS. This is a more complicated question than simply one 

of consumer rights, as it would be an extension of requiring ISPs to grant 

users access to those networks as a type of free speech. It may also open 

the question of third-party application developers ’  rights to interoperate, 

or even to  “ must-carry ”  rules similar to cable network rules that require 

broadcast television stations to be rebroadcast on cable. 

 Outcomes and Divergences 

 Regulators are moving toward new policies and regulations to enforce 

compliance with data protection law by SNS following earlier specific 

regulatory attention paid to search engines. The November 2010 settle-

ment of a class action suit (Darlin 2010) brought by aggrieved Gmail users 

on the social network Google Buzz (rapidly remedied by Google after 

public outcry) demonstrates that courts will take action at least in egre-

gious cases of invasion of privacy. In 2011, Google settled its Federal Trade 
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Commission (2011) case on the same matter, accepting biannual inspec-

tions of all products in a privacy audit that would last until 2030. Google 

put $8.5 million into an independent fund to be used to support organiza-

tions promoting education about privacy on the Web. Google had already 

said:  “ We will also do more to educate people about privacy controls spe-

cific to Buzz. The more people know about privacy online, the better their 

online experience will be ”  (Darlin 2010). 

 As a California corporation with an Irish subsidiary, Facebook owes 

fealty to European privacy rules only to the extent that its operations may 

be affected by negative national rulings that would deny it service. As 

a result, it took a very liberal (i.e., minimal) approach to privacy with its 

users ’  data (Facebook 2010; Constine 2010), attracting substantial oppro-

brium over a period of years but little evidence of declining use. Australian 

communications minister Stephen Conroy said in May 2010 that Facebook 

 “ had a complete disregard for users’ privacy ”  (AAP 2010). Facebook in 

2011 adjusted and improved privacy standards for third-party developers 

in response to calls for it to regulate application developers ’  access to users ’  

friends ’  data, made by the American Civil Liberties Union and others in 

2009 (Security Blog 2011). 

 The most notable outcomes of a regulatory action against SNS have been 

the biennial reviews over a twenty-year period from 2011 that both Google 

and Facebook agreed to (Facebook 2012). Google allowed the privacy audit 

to extend from its Buzz SNS, against which the original complaint was 

filed, to all of its products. Facebook also agreed to an audit in July 2012 

by the Irish regulator, to which it answers under European data protection 

law. This formal review, designed to assess Facebook compliance with a 

2011 comprehensive assessment, required these main improvements: 

 1.   A mechanism for users to convey an informed choice for how their 

information is used and shared on the site, including in relation to third-

party applications 

 2.   Broad update to the data use and privacy policies on user transparency 

 3.   Transparency and control for users through the provision of all personal 

data held to them on request and  “ as part of their everyday interaction 

with the site ”  

 4.   Deleting social plug-in data held on users and nonusers  “ much sooner 

than presently ”  
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 5.   Increased transparency and controls for the use of personal data for 

advertising 

 6.   Notification of facial recognition or  “ tag suggest ”  that  “ will ensure 

Facebook Ireland is meeting best practice in this area from an Irish law 

perspective ”  

 7.   Enhanced ability for users to control tagging and posting on other user 

profiles 

 8.   Enhanced ability for users to decide on addition to groups by friends 

 9.   Better Facebook compliance management and governance function in 

Dublin  “ to ensure that the introduction of new products or new uses of 

user data take full account of Irish data protection law ”  and consequently 

European law (Office of the Data Protection Commissioner, Ireland 2011). 

 These extensive new controls accompany the transformation of Facebook 

into a publicly traded company and Google ’ s increasing competition with 

Facebook in SNS with Google+. Controversy over the two companies ’  

privacy breaches had become headline news by 2012, with particular 

concerns expressed over the degree to which they were trading data with 

third-party advertisers and developers. 

 The German state privacy regulator for Schleswig-Holstein in summer 

2011 required its Web sites to prevent the implementation of Facebook ’ s 

 “ Likes ”  tracking software, which can track users ’  Web history in real time, 

as users were not requested and not able to opt out of the service (JWZ 

2011). Schleswig-Holstein declared that it is a violation of European data 

privacy law for a European Web site to include a nonprivacy-protecting 

Like button on their Web site, as Facebook does not yet fully comply with 

European data privacy requirements. In response, the German news site 

Heise Online introduced a local version of the Facebook Like button, which 

allowed users to consent to data being tracked before those data could be 

transferred to Facebook. Facebook blocked this move, stating:  “ The manner 

in which [Heise.de] have incorporated the Heise.de Like Button violates 

our Platform Policies, ”  citing:  “ 8th Platform Policy: You must not use or 

make derivative use of Facebook icons, or use terms for Facebook features 

and functionality, if such use could confuse users into thinking that the 

reference is to Facebook features or functionality. ”  Facebook thus retaliated 

against the German Web site, effectively placing its commercial terms 

ahead of the explicit instruction from the German state regulator. The 
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outcome of this case will set a further precedent for European sovereignty 

over a U.S. social network. That the Data Protection Directive applies to 

U.S. sites ’  use of Europeans ’  personal data is well established. 

 The image of increasing attention by SNS to their social responsibilities 

is incomplete, and in one assessment, the European Commission (Euro-

pean Union 2011c) reported,  “ Only Bebo and MySpace ensure that minors’ 

profiles are accessible only to their approved list of contacts by default. 

Only Bebo, MySpace, Netlog and SchuelerVZ ensure minors can be con-

tacted by default only by their approved list of contacts. ”  It pointed out 

that  “ 56% of 11 – 12 year olds and 78% of 15 – 16 year olds say they know 

how to change privacy settings on their social network profile. ”  (see Euro-

pean Union 2011b). Donoso (2011, 24) outlined the problems of Facebook 

in terms of child protection as including:  “ reports of inappropriate content/

contact are not answered. Profiles of minors are not set to  ‘ private by 

default. ’  Some advertising can be considered as not appropriate for minors. 

The mechanisms to avoid re-registration of underage users are inefficient. ”  

He also identified a  “ Lack of information on existing parental control 

mechanisms. ”  This suggests both more transparency is required from Face-

book, and that its advertising needs more careful targeting to prevent 

children receiving adult content. 

 The bandwagon tipping effect of the most successful SNS Facebook 

caused a race to the bottom when Facebook became the runaway Western 

leading SNS. This contrasts strongly with the baseline for data protection 

that was examined in the first case study in this book, where relatively 

high European legislative standards for data set a benchmark to which 

companies from other regions, notably the United States but also com-

petitive outsourcing destinations such as India, had to aspire in order to 

process the personal data of European users. SNS therefore provides an 

excellent test case in unregulated environments, where the key difference 

with the overall data protection regime is that governments slowly woke 

up to the privacy-invasive habits of SNS advertising and third-party data 

harvesting. Attempts to nudge companies away from their core business 

advantage — that of trading the personal data of users creating the maxim 

 “ if you ’ re not paying for it, you ’ re the product ”  — were failures, and Bebo 

proves a satisfying proof that unregulated profit-seeking behavior will 

usually defeat more public-leaning business models in this space. In 2011 

and 2012, regulators appeared to be taking much stronger action against 
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both Google and Facebook to ensure that SNS were more respectful of user 

privacy rights. 

 The Council of Europe human rights commissioner in 2011 stated, 

 “ Indexing by search engines, as well as targeted advertising by application 

developers and online merchants, are just two of the known manifesta-

tions of  ‘ dataveillance ’  by third parties. It remains to be seen whether other 

forms of  ‘ profiling ’  may also be able to take place via SNS ”  (Hammarberg 

2011). Commissioner Hammarberg noted the Hamburg State data protec-

tion commissioner ’ s concerns regarding Facebook ’ s friend finder feature. 

He also announced that the Council of Europe Convention for Protection 

of Personal Data (which parallels the Data Protection Directive EC/95/46), 

would undergo a process of  “ modernization ”  to address social networking 

among other concerns. 

 The Article 29 Working Party issued an opinion on correct use of per-

sonal data by Web sites (Opinion 5/2009) that focused in part on SNS. As 

with the radio frequency identifier and behavioral advertising code regula-

tion analyzed in chapter 3, they have increasingly considered aspects of 

social network design that affect privacy. As Edwards and Brown (2009) 

explain,  “ Aspects of the code itself provide equally important means of 

achieving a delicate balance between users’ expectations of data security 

and privacy and their desire to share information ”  (Edwards and Brown 

2009,1). The default settings of user privacy preferences particularly influ-

ence this balance. Edwards and Brown (2009) suggested  “ a legal regime 

requiring that defaults be provided at the most privacy-friendly setting ”  

and  “ automatic expiration of data, ”  also suggested by Mayer-Sch ö nberger 

(2009). 

 The European commissioner for justice in September 2011 specifically 

focused on SNS as a security threat:  “ The increasingly sophisticated use of 

the internet and social media by violent extremists adds an extra layer to 

security challenges ”  (Georgieva 2011). It was not clear whether she was 

referring to Islamic militants or the neofascist opponents responsible for 

the mass killing in and around Oslo in July 2011. In reaction to the U.K. 

lootings of August 2011, the U.K. prime minister called for powers to 

suspend SNS in cases of actual knowledge of potential gang coordination, 

yet earlier in the year, he had ordered a review and signaled support 

for less regulation of social media over so-called superinjunctions and 

had welcomed the role of social media in the Arab Spring. A leading 
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commentator noted that  “ the result is an incoherent set of prime ministe-

rial demands for more and less communication regulation, in effect calls 

for both more and less censorship at the same time ”  (Sabbagh 2011). 

Cameron ’ s home secretary (the interior minister) later signaled that this 

reaction would be replaced by less draconian plans for cooperation rather 

than direct censorship. 

 The lessons drawn can be summarized as lack of transparency, enforce-

ment (despite some improvements), and efficiency of enforcement (see 

table 6.4). Because Facebook and Google have previously been deliberately 

opaque in privacy policy changes, they present little evidence of good 

practice. Where good practice and therefore higher entry barriers for new 

users existed, as arguably occurred with Bebo, the SNS paid the price in 

market failure. Where individuals have reused data, user-generated regula-

tion ( ‘ nudges and defaults ’ ) can be more useful than corporate policies: 

what might be termed  “ distributed enforcement. ”  With recent U.S. and 

European policymaker interventions, policies toward child protection 

are moving toward greater user involvement in safety, with the ability to 

report to the police. The question remains: Why can ’ t users move data 

and interconnect? Portability as enforced in Ireland is insufficient for this 

purpose, a problem we consider in the concluding chapter. 

 The connection with the telecommunications standards debates over 

platform control of content providers is overwhelmingly important. The 

following chapter has the same open or controlled metanarrative as in 

this one. 

  

  

  

 

  Table 6.4 
 Outcomes and divergences  

 Transparency  Most important SNS deliberately opaque in software updates 
and privacy policy changes. Little evidence of good practice. 

 Enforcement  Individual reuses of data not susceptible to corporate-type 
enforcement. Nudges and defaults ( “ distributed enforcement ”  
more useful. Policy on child protection moving toward 
offering greater user involvement in safety. 

 Interoperability  Open social: Why can ’ t users move data and interconnect? 
Note portability is insufficient. 

 Efficiency  Corporate governance conformity to best practices arguably 
best outcome. Has the Federal Trade Commission or European 
Commission achieved this through its recent scrutiny? 


